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Cooking Equipment

Self-basting - it packs in the flavor by basting the
hot dogs in their own natural juices
Precise holding - temperature is controlled with a
thermostat

Hot Dog Corral w. Warmer Drawer
Sanitary solution - holds paper foam, paper, and
plastic cups - dispense them 1 at a time
Versatile - fits cups ranging from 8 oz. - 64 oz.
Durable design - stainless steel and metal clips
do not leave marks on paper or foam cups

Dial-A-Cup Systems

Hot hold with temperature tracking - temperature
indicator settings: High, Medium, and Low
Cleaning made easy - a drain system allows for
safe and easy cleaning

Cooker Warmer
High-capacity - cooks a maximum of 6 eggs
Small footprint - easily fits into any operation

Egg Station Mini 600

Small footprint - upright design saves valuable
counter space 
Adjustable quality and variable speed  -
compression settings and platen temperatures
are easily adjustable 

Vertical Contact Toaster Mini 2
Small footprint toaster - fixed speed
Toats 2 buns (heel and crown) simultaneously for
increased capacity
Space saving design

Vertical Contact Toaster 2

Menu versatility - ideal for tortillas and buns
Combination Toaster

Heated sauce stops dispensing when preset level
is reached - touchless operation 
Holds and dispenses heated sauce
Adjustable temperature and volume

Heated Sauce Dispenser

Allows for menu flexibility
Retherm and hot hold 8 independently
programmed drawers
Perfect for proteins, seafood, vegetables and
more

IS-8000 | Eight-drawer Steamer

Faster cooking speed warms 6-inch, 10-inch, and
12-inch tortillas in as quickly as 5 seconds
Dual platen design ensures even heat distribution
and consistent quality products

Tortilla Warmer

2 levels of display to showcase a variety of
products
Glass shelf, front panel and side panel provides
customer with full product visibility, with LEDs
Adjustable temperature range of 150-165·°F (66-
74°C)

Heated Display Cabinet

Increase capacity - 2 toasting lanes for toasting
without delays
Smart controller senses product and
automatically adjusts toast time
Digital controller allows users to easily adjust
toast quality

Radiant Toaster 2


